
Infected Puzzle Solutions File
*one solution per page



Wrecked Car Card:

QR Unlock:  collinshardware

(Use the Breaking News report and Benjamin's email in the Beginning Brief to get his

starting location. Then use the 911 transcript to find the end location)



Wall Code/Red Letters

Wall Translation:  How many days have I been here times two

Hash Marks:  433

Safe Unlock:  866

(Use the photo of the chemical jugs to help translate the wall of red letters, then count

the hash marks and do the math to unlock the safe).



Unlocking the safe

Password: 866

(use the photo of the chemical jugs to help translate the wall of red letters, then count

the hash marks and do the math to unlock the safe)



Failsafe unlock

Password: rita



Alternating Rows of Numbers and

Letters:

Answer:  A teacher is in cell b

(Benjamin’s note tie the “No one” hint to this puzzle)



Chemical Compounds Puzzle

One half ounce gepxe

One ounce dycta

One half ounce alc

One ounce arnp

The letters you should obtain from the syringes are: RITA

This is the name of the failsafe and the password to Wilbanks’ computer.

(Use the list of elements Clayton’s gives with the periodic table to get the first part, then

use the solution with what you get from the safe to complete the second part)



Cell Assignments:

Cell A:  Michelle Camp (She has a son named Bryce, and the name Bryce is scratched on

the wall in cell A)

Cell B:  Pam Caldwell (When you solve the puzzle that has 4 rows of alternating

numbers and letters, you are told that a teacher is in cell B)

Cell D:  Lynn Price (Benjamin finds writing  in cell D. So you know one of the women

was in this cell. Once you have placed all of  the others this leaves only Lynn to place in

cell D.)

Cell F:  Brandy Clingan (Clayton mentions placing a butterfly in cell F.  This is a

reference to  Brandy’s butterfly tattoo)

Cell H:  Sally Stallings (When you unlock the car wreck, you see the tag for cell H, and

Benjamin mentions the person is wearing ballet slippers. This ties the person to the

dance instructor who is Sally.)

Cell I:  Stacy Forbus (Clayton mentions that the realtor is complaining about the smell

from the dead body next to her, and Benjamin mention finding a dead body in cell J)

Cell J:  Amanda Gurley (Clayton mentions trying the treatment on the first person he

kidnapped. When you look at all of their reported missing dates, you figure out that it is

Amanda. Clayton also mentions that they died. Using this, with where Benjamin

mentions finding the dead body, you can place Amanda in cell J)



Letters and Numbers (3 rows

marked out)

The person who ends up with the ticket:  Lynn Price


